Hyundai N range

There’s more to
driving than
getting from A–B.
Never just drive.
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Introducing the new
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A passion
for progress.
The “can-do” spirit is at the heart of Hyundai’s heritage. It’s the
attitude of progressing, no matter what. It’s the persistent curiosity
for what lies ahead. Of always chasing the next. Progress doesn’t
happen by chance. We’re always pushing the borders of the possible.
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And
performance.
Drawing on expertise gained on racetracks and rally courses from all over
the world, the N development team has taken road car capabilities to a
new level. Every advancement in cornering and performance has been
perfected under the most demanding conditions. The result is a unique range
of performance cars that push the limit of every second of every journey.
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Born in Namyang.
Honed at
Nürburgring.
Every high-performance N is designed in Namyang, South Korea.
It then undergoes rigorous testing and inspection on the Nürburgring
in Germany, one of the world’s most gruelling racetracks and the
inspiration behind the N logo. Through this painstaking process,
N technology has steadily been refined and reborn.
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DNA
N Performance

Outstanding driving pleasure from track to road.

Corner
machine

Everyday
sports car

Racetrack
ready

The chicane takes on legendary
status in the N philosophy.
These rapid, demanding corners
are the ultimate test of balance,
control and speed management.

Balancing exquisite power and
track-ready driving dynamics
with the comfort demanded by
daily commuting.

On track, N models immediately reveal
their motorsport pedigree with
cornering, shifting and launch
technology built-in.

Features include:

Features include:

Five Drive Modes
Active Variable Exhaust
Motorsport-inspired Interior

Rev-matching
Launch Control
Shift Timing Indicator

Features include:
Electronically Controlled Suspension
Limited Slip Differential
Performance Tyres

*

*
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Features vary by model.
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Every mode.
For every mood.
On every N.
Take control of all your journeys. Every N car is equipped with a selection
of five driving N Grin Shift modes. Each mode creates a distinctive feeling
by altering the operating parameters of the engine throttle response,
suspension stiffness, stability control, N Corner Carving Differential, steering
weight, rev-matching intensity and exhaust sound.

The N mode is sure to put the biggest grin on your face, while the N Custom
modes give you the freedom to customise the different driving modes.
All controlled at the touch of a button on your steering wheel.
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The all-new i20 N
For those who take
fun seriously.
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i20 N Fast facts.
0 - 62 mph

Max. Power

Max. Torque

6.2 204 275
sec

PS

Nm

with Launch Control

„ Hyundai has obviously

set out to create a pure
performance hatch.
Consider the brief met.
And then some.

„

Autocar, July 2021
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From rally to road.
Inspired by the championship-winning i20 Coupe WRC rally car, the all-new i20 N
has been created to bring racetrack performance into your life – and more
adrenaline into your daily drive. This dynamic hot hatch has one of the best
power-to-weight ratios in its class.

Front grille with
chequered flag pattern
The radiator grille design optimises air
intake for the turbo engine and gives
a nod to its sporty roots with the
chequered flag pattern.
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18-inch alloys with highperformance Pirelli tyres
Developed exclusively for the i20 N
and designed to match the grey
alloys and red brake callipers with
N logo branding.

WRC-look rear spoiler
Inspired by the World Rally
Championship vehicle, the roof
spoiler is designed to ensure the
stable roadholding of the i20 N
at high speed.
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Dedicated to the
thrill of driving.

The all-new i20 N delivers maximum driving enjoyment thanks to its blistering
engine performance and technological innovation. So, no matter if you want
to take it around town or around the track, this intense combination of
dynamic performance and head-turning motorsport design is dedicated to
the pure, unadulterated thrill of driving. And just like the i20 Coupe WRC,
this racetrack-ready hot hatch has one of the best power-to-weight ratios
in its class which – when combined with its high-performance turbo engine –
delivers impressive acceleration and flat power.
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More torque,
with even
more action.

The i20 N has been meticulously engineered to get your heart pumping faster.
Step on the accelerator and you’ll instantly feel – and hear – those motorsport
roots. Powered by a 204 PS 1.6 T-GDi turbocharged engine that delivers 275 Nm
maximum torque, you’ll love the instant feedback you get from its high
responsiveness and impressive flat power for more torque and power at lower
RPMs. This enables you to make more of the engine’s potential in everyday
driving situations. Put simply, that means more thrills per mile.
The engine features an exclusive turbo system with temperatures controlled
by an intercooler and the water circulation of the engine. The engine uses
Hyundai’s new Continuously Variable Valve Duration technology to further
optimise fuel efficiency.
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Ready for
launch.
The i20 N boasts a range of high-performance driving features. The 6-speed
manual transmission has been refined and reinforced to cope with higher RPM
and torque. And the N gearshift is perfect for driving enthusiasts who love
the responsiveness of a crisp shifter and a tight clutch. The high-performance
brakes feature a front disc that is 40 mm larger than the regular i20,
for increased fading resistance and a more consistent brake pedal feel.
Other motorsport-inspired features include Launch Control, which optimises
the engine and traction control for quick acceleration from a standing start –
just like a racing car. Rev-matching synchronises the engine to the output shaft
and has its own dedicated activation button on the steering wheel. This allows
for smoother or sportier downshifts, depending on the drive mode selected.

Bespoke 18” alloy wheels with a grey matte finish and N-branded brake callipers.

Devour every corner
The all-new i20 N is equipped with N Corner Carving Differential, a
Mechanical Limited Slip Differential (m-LSD) that uses a mechanically
controlled torsion gear type to efficiently transfer power to the front
wheels. This provides optimum traction and enhances grip on every
corner for a sportier and more agile ride.
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Time to play.
Onboard, you’ll experience the electric sound generator
and variable muffler control for the perfect exhaust sound.
Developed to deliver everything from a very powerful rumble
to a rally-car worthy roar complete with snaps and backfires.
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Pushing all
the right
buttons.
Car shown not to UK specification.

The sleek and sporty interior is as much about control as it is about comfort.
The ergonomics are completely driver-focused, with everything in view and
in reach. The perforated leather N steering wheel puts all the driving
performance features right at your fingertips. Choose your drive mode or
activate rev-matching for more fun at the push of a button. You can program
the dedicated N keys on the steering wheel to activate your favourite set-up
in an instant. The shift timing indicator located in the digital cluster lets you
know when to shift gears for optimal racetrack performance. And the red zone
of the variable rev counter changes in line with the engine’s oil temperature.

Performance meets comfort.
The sport seats are exclusive to the all-new i20 N and keep you comfortable
and in control. Integrated headrests and pronounced bolsters provide more
support in dynamic driving situations. You’ll also find Performance Blue inserts
in the door handles and sporty N metal pedals, as well as Performance Blue
accent stitching throughout.

Exclusive Sports leather and cloth motorsport inspired seats
with Performance Blue contrast stitching.
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Flying colours.
The dynamic choice of exterior colours includes the N signature Performance Blue,
exclusive to Hyundai N models. An optional Phantom Black Pearl roof is available
for two-tone style with a selection of colours.

Elemental Brass Metallic (No-cost option)

Intense Blue Pearl*

Sleek Silver Metallic*

Dragon Red Pearl*

Performance Blue Solid* with optional Phantom Black Pearl two-tone roof.

Phantom Black Pearl*
(Two-tone roof not available)

Polar White Solid*

Additional cost option.

*
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscingelit.
Suspendisse a porta augue,
senses.
nec feugiat dui.

The new i30 N.

Reawaken your

Body copy. Bitempor estionet volut eiunt expe elit hit archil inctur autem accae
coreped iciliqu ossenti as prore, quibus, utem voluptur? Quis cusdand isciatati aut
voluptae eseque omnimagnis est pla iliqui id qui ante numqui nimil modipsam,
sinciistinti alicidi cor seque sinis enisti corio. Fugiatin none sequunto quid qui ut
dolorae rferum.
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i30 N Fast facts.
0 - 62 mph

Max. Power

Max. Torque

5.9 280 392
sec

PS

Nm

with Launch Control

„The i30 N is a born hooligan,
riding quite firmly, making
loads of noise, and goading
you into every bend just
that bit faster.

„

PistonHeads, July 2021
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From racetrack
to road.
Born on the track, the new i30 N has been reimagined with design updates
that reflect a proud heritage.

Created for maximum exhilaration, the new i30 N delivers more performance,
fresh new design features and the latest smart technology. Balancing exquisite
power and racetrack-ready driving dynamics with exceptional comfort, this is
a car with everything to offer. And depending on how you like your thrills, you
can choose from a 6-speed manual transmission or the new N DCT 8-speed wet
dual clutch transmission with paddle shifters for more control and faster shifts.
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The i30 N comes equipped to perform at a track day with a wide range
of features for enhanced performance. On the circuit, you’re supported
by technologies that boost the thrill factor. Launch Control helps the
car take off from a standing start by controlling the engine torque.
The rev-matching feature automatically increases the revs on the
engine, when shifting, so you enjoy smoother and faster downshifts.
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Next level
performance.
Featuring lightning-fast shifts and excellent power transmission, the new
N DCT 8-speed wet dual-clutch transmission delivers nerve-tingling acceleration.
The new i30 N features an Electronic Controlled Suspension. The suspension
and steering systems have been tuned to provide a dynamic ride and responsive
handling. The 2.0 T-GDi engine delivers 280 PS and a substantial increase in
flat power for more torque and power at lower RPMs. This ensures high
responsiveness, enhanced acceleration and much more fun with maximum
torque of 392 Nm.
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Shifting up
a gear.
With the advanced N DCT, you get the added thrill of three new N performance functions
for even more driving exhilaration: N Grin Shift, N Power Shift and N Track Sense Shift.

N Grin Shift.
Unleash full N performance for 20 seconds with the push of the dedicated N Grin Shift
button on the steering wheel. Enjoy ultimate torque and acceleration, maximum exhaust
sound and a push feel when upshifting. It temporarily changes the shifting map logic,
downshifting to the lowest possible gear for the longest possible time for maximum RPMs.
A countdown on the instrument cluster shows you how long the boost is set to last.

N Power Shift.
Enjoy enhanced driving thrills with a powerful “push feel” when upshifting. Engages at
acceleration with more than 90% throttle, mitigating any reduction in torque by using
upshifts to deliver maximum power to the wheels.

N Track Sense Shift.
This advanced innovation senses how you’re driving and activates when it knows you’re on
a track. It then selects the right gear for optimal performance so you can focus on steering –
just like a pro racing driver. The car senses the track and selects the correct gear for the
turn while still braking so that it’s ready for the instant acceleration from the exit.
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Making a powerful
statement.
The aggressively sculpted new rear bumper features a racing red character line
and integrated fog lights above the new oversized exhaust pipes, for a sporty and
powerful look. The redesigned rear lamps feature a new LED light signature.
The rear spoiler with its integrated triangular brake light helps increase downforce to
give you more grip through high-speed corners – minimising lift and maximising fun.

Hyundai’s first-ever 19” forged alloy
wheels improve handling and traction
through a reduction in unsprung
weight. They are paired with highperformance Pirelli P-Zero tyres.
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Designed to set your
heart racing.

The
N Drive-N
i30
N i30
Drive-N
LimitedEdition.
Edition
Limited
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This N is a highly-distinctive statement of style that
only a select few get to make. The i30 N Drive-N
Limited Edition takes the look of performance to
the next level – enhancing the dynamic design of
the new i30 N with a wide range of exclusive styling
elements, extras and unique numbered badging.

Limited to

Only

worldwide

in the UK

800 75
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Athletic poise, agility
and design flare
in equal measure.
Embrace the exclusivity of a limited edition. Each i30 N Drive-N Limited Edition
features dedicated badges displaying the GPS coordinates of the Hyundai Test
Center at Nürburgring and livery decals that bring out the very best in the powerful
exterior design. The i30 N Drive-N Limited Edition is available with a choice of two
exterior colours: Phantom Black Pearl and the all-new Serenity White Pearl.

Buckle up.
The Hyundai i30 N Drive-N Limited
Edition features exclusive front and
rear red seat belts to further enhance
the motorsport experience.

Sit tight.
The high-performance monoform
seats are finished in premium
leather and Alcantara, featuring an
exclusive new pattern highlighted
by red contrast stitching.

Take control.

Enhanced from the
ground up.
The i30 N Drive-N Limited Edition
boasts matte bronze dark finish
„
on the 19 forged alloy wheels.
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Experience the racecar feeling in
everyday life with the Drive-N
steering wheel. It features red
stitching, a superior grip of
Alcantara and red N Mode
and N Grin Shift buttons.
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The new i30 Fastback N.
A refined adrenaline rush.

Based on the ‘form follows function’ principle, the optimal ratio between
the car’s downforce, drag and aerodynamics provides the best possible
driving experience. Perfectly balanced, the new i30 Fastback N delivers
its adrenaline kick with pure elegance.
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Shaped to stand out.
With standout
performance.
The sophisticated lines of the sloping
fastback roofline flow gracefully into
the generously arched rear spoiler
with its distinctive glossy black accent.
Inspired by a drop of water, the
C-pillar treatment and rear windscreen
are designed with soft, elegant
shapes that reinforce the car’s tapered
belt line.
The sculpted rear bumper also
features a reflective red character line
that arches above the new larger dual
single muffler exhaust system for an
even sportier, muscular look.
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Comfort
meets
control.
Car shown not to UK specification.

Created for, and by, people who truly love their cars, the new i30 N and
i30 Fastback N’s sleek and sporty interior embraces and excites.
The racing-inspired paddle shifters put fast, effortless gear changes at
your fingertips. And, because they’re mounted on the steering wheel,
you can shift more efficiently when cornering.
For added comfort and control, the N Light Seats are upholstered in
premium leather and feature an Alcantara® bolster lateral support and
an illuminated N logo. The sporty character of the interior is further
emphasised by the metal pedals and the new silver finish on the air vents.
Exclusive Performance Blue contrast stitching can be found throughout
the cockpit. These stylish accents are applied on the seats, steering wheel,
gearshift and front armrest, giving the interior a distinctive appeal.

N Light Seats are an additional cost option.
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Performance DNA
throughout.
The new i30 N features sporty metal pedals, dark inserts
and Performance Blue stitching for both body styles.

Artificial suede and leather with Performance Blue stitching.

Car shown not to UK specification.
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Leather & Alcantara® with Performance Blue stitching.
On front seats only.
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Shades of exhilaration.
The i30 N is available in seven exterior colours, including Performance Blue,
which is exclusive to Hyundai N models.

Engine Red Solid (No-cost option)

Polar White Solid*

Shadow Grey Solid*

Sunset Red Pearl*

Performance Blue Solid*

Dark Knight Grey Pearl*

Phantom Black Pearl*

Additional cost option.

*
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Inspiring colour choices.
The i30 Fastback N is available in seven exterior colours, including Performance Blue,
which is exclusive to Hyundai N models.

Engine Red Solid (No-cost option)

Polar White Solid*

Performance Blue Solid*

Sunset Red Pearl*

Shadow Grey Solid*

Dark Knight Grey Pearl*

Phantom Black Pearl*

Additional cost option.

*
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscingelit.
Suspendisse a porta augue,
nec feugiat dui.
Body copy. Bitempor estionet volut eiunt expe elit hit archil inctur autem accae
coreped iciliqu ossenti as prore, quibus, utem voluptur? Quis cusdand isciatati aut
voluptae eseque omnimagnis est pla iliqui id qui ante numqui nimil modipsam,
sinciistinti alicidi cor seque sinis enisti corio. Fugiatin none sequunto quid qui ut
dolorae rferum.

The all-new KONA N.

Packs more than a punch.
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KONA N Fast facts.
0 - 62 mph

Max. Power

Max. Torque

5.5 280 392
sec

PS

Nm

with Launch Control

„ It’s a completely different proposition to its
half-dozen German rivals, standing proud
of them…and ending up much more of an
extrovert. It’s smaller, lighter and simply
more fun to be around.

„

TopGear, January 2021
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Heighten your sense
of adventure.
If you thought SUVs and fun driving don’t go together, think again. This is N.
Built for versatility and performance, the all-new Hyundai KONA N is designed
for adventure lovers as much as driving enthusiasts. So, wherever you’re
heading, this high-performance SUV is equipped to deliver a whole new level
of excitement.
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A powerful
presence.
The KONA N’s sculpted rear bumper flows
gracefully into the body-coloured wheel
claddings. It features a red accent line that
frames the two large circular exhaust pipes,
intensifying the high-performance look of
the rear. The large double-wing roof spoiler
provides extra downforce, enabling a more
stable ride at high speed for an SUV. It also
features the iconic triangular third brake light,
common to all N models.

The oversized dual single exhaust
pipes further enhance the highperformance look – and, depending
on the drive mode selected, they
deliver everything from a potent
rumble to a rally-car roar, complete
with snaps and backfires.

The front view is dominated by large,
iconic air intakes and the KONA’s LED
light signature. The wide lower air
intake looks commanding on the
muscular front bumper, with its
aeronautic fuselage inspired form.
Vital for high-performance driving, it
provides much-needed engine cooling
during hot laps and sporty backroad
driving. The lower grille and red
accents add to the motorsport feel.
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19” forged alloy wheels
featuring red N-branded
brake callipers and Pirelli
P-Zero ultra-highperformance tyres.
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Exhilaration.
In an instant.
Enjoy faster shifting and increased acceleration with the N DCT – a highperformance 8-speed wet dual-clutch transmission – that delivers precise,
instant shifts in both the automatic and manual modes. When using a wet-type
transmission, oil is used to cool the clutch components, creating less friction
and allowing a higher amount of torque to be transferred through the gearbox.

Followed by total control.
The all-new KONA N is equipped with N Corner Carving Differential, an
electronic limited slip differential that has been specially tuned for this vehicle in
countless rounds at the Nürburgring. This technology controls the power transfer
to each front wheel and improves steering and stability through high-speed turns.
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Motorsport
On the road
Performance. and off.
The all-new KONA N brings the excitement of N to the SUV body-type.
N stands for more than just the 280 PS flat power engine or the 8-speed
wet dual-clutch transmission. It also means performance features such as
Launch Control, the N corner-carving differential and the N Grin Control System.

Launch Control.

Accelerate with authority. KONA N can soar from 0-62mph in just 5.5 seconds when Launch
Control is activated. This technology optimises the engine and traction control for quick
acceleration from a standing start.

N Power Sense Axle.

Driving enthusiasts will also appreciate the N Power Sense Axle, with enhanced stiffness and
reduced weight. The front axle sends fast and precise feedback to the driver, improving grip
and providing a more intuitive driving experience.

N Grin Shift.

Unleash full N performance for a controlled 20-second burst with the push of the dedicated N Grin
Shift button on the steering wheel. Enjoy maximum torque and acceleration, maximum exhaust
sound and a push feel when upshifting. This innovation temporarily changes the shifting map logic,
downshifting to the lowest possible gear for the longest possible time for maximum RPMs.
A countdown on the instrument cluster shows you how long the boost is set to last.

N Power Shift.

Enjoy enhanced driving thrills with a powerful “push feel” when upshifting. Engages at acceleration
with more than 90% throttle, mitigating any reduction in torque by using upshifts to deliver
maximum power to the wheels.

N Track Sense Shift.

This advanced innovation senses how you’re driving and activates when it knows you’re on a track.
It then selects the right gear for optimal performance so you can focus on steering – just like a
pro racing driver. The car senses the track and selects the correct gear for the turn while still
braking so that it’s ready for the instant acceleration from the exit.
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Designed
for pace
and space.
Welcome to a whole new level of sportiness. Sit down in the KONA N’s
exquisite cockpit and you’ll immediately sense its motorsport-inspired
credentials. The uniquely designed N sport seats put you right at the
heart of the action. Supremely comfortable, they feature the N logo and
Performance Blue contrast stitching.
The leather N steering wheel provides excellent grip – and direct access
to driving performance features like the paddle shifters and two customisable
N hotkeys. And, of course, the game-changing N Grin Shift button.

Car shown not to UK specification.

Blending sports car performance and
big-car practicality, the KONA N features
a spacious cabin and boot. Created to fit
everything you and your busy life can
throw at it, the KONA N offers plenty of
room for both passengers and cargo,
making it perfect for action-packed
weekend escapes.
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Performance DNA throughout.
The all-new KONA N sporting credentials are further enhanced with a unique interior, offering N suede and leather
sports seats with pronounced side bolsters for extra support. The cockpit features sporty metal pedals and dynamic
accents throughout with Performance Blue stitching on the seats, steering wheel, gear shifter and door panels.

Suede and leather with Performance Blue stitching.
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Superior exterior colours.
Available in seven exterior colours, including Sonic Blue, a new dedicated N SUV colour.
Additional Tomato Red accents skirt the lower edge of the body to further emphasise
Hyundai’s motorsport DNA.

Ignite Red Solid (No-cost option)

Performance Blue Solid*

Atlas White Solid*

Cyber Grey Metallic*
Sonic Blue Solid*

Dark Knight Grey Pearl*

Phantom Black Pearl*

Additional cost option.

*
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N. Always connected
and in control.
From convenience
to connectivity.
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Everything you need
at your fingertips.

10.25” touchscreen.

Wireless phone charging.

Enjoy state-of-the-art smart technology with a 10.25” touchscreen. Dedicated N content gives
you everything you need on the big screen from navigation to smartphone mirroring via Apple
CarPlay™ and Android Auto™. And with Bluelink® Connected Car Services you can control your
car from your smartphone – or with your voice. To accompany the many clever features you
can manage with the Bluelink® app, a free five-year LIVE Services subscription is also included.
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Bluelink® Connected
Car Services.
P
Destination send to car.

Find my car.

Live fuel price information.

On and off street parking.

Live Services.

Last Mile Navigation.

Remote door lock & unlock.

On-demand diagnosis.

Before your journey.

During your journey.

After your journey.

With the Bluelink® app, the ease and joy of driving
a Hyundai starts well before you’re inside. The app
communicates with your car, bringing you all the key
data, such as your fuel level. You can even plan your
route in the comfort of your own home or office,
then send it to the navigation system in your N vehicle
so it’s ready and waiting for you.

Hyundai Bluelink® Connected Car Services make driving
easier and more enjoyable, without distracting you from
the road. You can even control the navigation and
entertainment with your voice, so your hands stay on
the wheel. Get more reliable traffic and arrival time
forecasting, as well as enhanced route calculations, with
Connected Routing. Find filling stations, parking spaces
and restaurants with Hyundai Live Services that come
free for five years as part of the navigation system.

Your journey doesn’t always end when you park. If you’re
in a busy city, for example, you may have to leave your
car some way short of the destination. You can then use
Last Mile Navigation to finish the journey on foot. If you
think you might have forgotten to lock the car in the
rush, you don’t have to worry because your app can lock
or unlock your Hyundai remotely. And, when you’re
returning to the N vehicle after your appointment, Find
My Car will guide you back to the exact spot.
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Hyundai Smart Sense safety features.

Enhanced from
the ground up.
Back to contents
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Be in control of every straight and every corner
with Hyundai Smart Sense safety features.
With Hyundai Smart Sense, our cutting-edge Advanced Driver Assistance System, the N range is available
with a fantastic range of the very latest safety and driving assist features for added peace of mind. From
automatically braking to avoid collisions and keeping you in your lane, to detecting vehicles in your blind
spot, your Hyundai N can alert you to potential dangers all around you.

Driver Attention Warning (DAW): When a pattern of fatigue or distraction is
identified, the system gets your attention with an alert and pop-up message
suggesting a break.

Front Collision Avoidance (FCA): The front view camera and radar sensors
warn drivers of imminent collisions with vehicles and objects, applying the
brakes when necessary to avoid collisions.

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance Assist (RCCA): Perfect for car parks.
When reversing out of areas with low visibility, the system not only warns the
driver if vehicles approach from the side, it also applies the brakes automatically.

Lane Follow Assist (LFA): Smart sensors and the forward-facing camera
detect when the car drifts from the centre of the lane, applying steering
torque to maintain road positioning for safety. The car also estimates the
trajectory of the vehicle ahead and adjusts it’s position accordingly.

Lane Keeping Assist (LKA): The Lane Keeping Assist (LKA) uses the front
multi-function camera to monitor the lines of the road. In case of an
unintended lane departure, it warns you and can apply counter steering
torque to guide the car back to the lane.

Blind Spot Collision Avoidance Assist (BCA): Radars detect traffic in the vehicle
blind spot, warning drivers with an audible alarm when the indicator is used
so you can be aware of the traffic around you. It will also take action itself,
braking to help avoid a collision. Standard on Premium and Ultimate trims.
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Specifications shown in this brochure are based upon European left-hand drive
models and the latest available information at the time of formatting. The colours
reproduced in this brochure are subject to the variations of screen resolutions
and may vary from the actual colour and paint finish. References to achievable
mileage range are based on WLTP test data.
In line with our policy of continual product improvement, Hyundai Motor UK Ltd
reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice, to prices, colours,
material, design, shape, specifications and models, and to discontinue items.
For the latest details, or to find out more about the Hyundai N range,
please contact your local dealer.

Your local Hyundai N dealer:
www.hyundai.co.uk/dealer-locator
Customer enquiries: 0800 981 981
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